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His insights into the French Revolution are startling and fresh. And when it comes to the ghoulish recesses of the revolutionary imagination, he is one of the best guides since that
contemporary expert in the macabre subject, the Marquis de Sade."-"The New Republic "Rewarding strong-stomached readers with a riveting tale, "Glory and Terror limns the era at
a visceral level."-"The Chronicle of Higher Education "One of the leading historians of.Â Glory and Terror is a cultural and literary volume that will appeal to the general reader who
enjoys the work of Simon Schama and Robert Darnton and generate much discussion among professional historians. See all Product description. Customer reviews.Â A well written
book about 7 historical figures who die during the French revolution. His insights into the French Revolution are startling and fresh. And when it comes to the ghoulish recesses of the
revolutionary imagination, he is one of the best guides since that contemporary expert in the macabre subject, the Marquis de Sade." - - The New Republic "Rewarding strongstomached readers with a riveting tale, Glory and Terror limns the era at a visceral level." - - The Chronicle of Higher Education. Related Subjects. Antoine de Baecque takes a look
at the very public death of the great orator and libertine, Mirabeau; describes the pageantry of the procession carrying Voltaire's body to the Pantheon; and investigates the sexuallycharged myths surrounding the murder of Marie Antoinette's intimate friend, the Princesse de Lamballe. He recreates the tense and awe-inspiring spectacle of Louis XVI's execution,
and examines the agonizing final hours of the defeated and disfigured Robespierre."--BOOK JACKET. See what's new with book lending at the Internet Archive. In 2020 the Internet
Archive has seen unprecedented useâ€”and we need your help. When the COVID-19 pandemic hit, our bandwidth demand skyrocketed. Right now weâ€™re getting over 1.1 million
daily unique visitors and storing 60 petabytes of data. We build and maintain all our own systems, but we donâ€™t charge for access, sell user information, or run ads. Instead, we
rely on individual generosity to fund our infrastructure. Right now, we have a 2-to-1 Matching Gift Campaign, tripling the impact of every donation. If you find all these bi

